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Abstract
The minimum number of complete bipartite subgraphs needed to partition the edges of a
graph G is denoted by b.G/. A known lower bound on b.G/ states that b.G/ is at least the max-
imum of the number of positive and negative eigenvalues of the adjacency matrix A of G; that
is b.G/ > maxfnC.A/; n−.A/g. When equality is attained G is said to be eigensharp. Using
known necessary conditions for equality, it is shown that there is a tree on 14 vertices whose
complement is not eigensharp. It is also shown that G is eigensharp when G is the complement
of a forest where each component is a path. © 2000 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved.
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Throughout, G denotes a simple graph with vertices f1; 2; : : : ; ng. A spanning
subgraph of G whose edge set forms a complete bipartite graph is called a biclique
of G. Let K.R; S/ denote the biclique of G with edge set fij V i 2 R; j 2 Sg, where
R and S are disjoint non-empty subsets of vertices of G. The sets of vertices R and
S are called the vertex parts of K.R; S/ and if jRj D r and jSj D s, then K.R; S/ is
said to be a Kr;s . A biclique K.R; S/ is a star centered at vertex v if one of the vertex
parts R or S contains only a single vertex, v. A collection of bicliques, K.Xi; Yi/,
1 6 i 6 k, is a biclique decomposition of G provided the edge sets of the bicliques
partition the edge set of G, that is, each edge of G is in exactly one of the bicliques
K.Xi; Yi/. For example, sucessively deleting the edge sets of stars centered at the
vertices in a vertex cover [1, p. 101] of G yields a biclique decomposition of G
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consisting entirely of stars. Of course, a biclique decomposition might not contain
any stars. The biclique decomposition number, b.G/, is the minimum number of
bicliques in a biclique decomposition.
One of the first results involving biclique decompositions is the well-known
Graham–Pollak theorem [3] which states that b.Kn/ D n − 1. In fact, this result has
been generalized and leads in Theorem 1 to the lower bound on b.G/, attributed
to Witsenhausen [3]. Several proofs of this bound exist, including one in [6] which
generalizes Tverberg’s proof of the Graham–Pollak theorem [8] and another which
uses Hermitian rank [4]. The conditions for equality in Theorem 1 appear as Theorem
2.1 in [4].
Before stating Theorem 1, some terminology from linear algebra is required.
The rank, r.A/, of an m  n matrix A may be defined as the smallest k such that A D
XY T for some m  k matrix X and some n  k matrix Y. In a similar fashion, the
Hermitian rank, h.A/, of an n  n Hermitian matrix A may be defined as the smallest
k such that A D XY  C YX for some n  k matrices X and Y [4]. For a Hermit-
ian matrix A, let the triple In.A/ D .nC.A/; n−.A/; n0.A// denote the inertia of A,
where nC.A/, n−.A/, and n0.A/ denote the number of positive, negative and zero
eigenvalues of A, respectively. In [4] it is shown that h.A/ D maxfnC.A/; n−.A/g.
Let A be the n  n .0; 1/-adjacency matrix of a graph G: aij D 1 if i and j are
adjacent vertices in G and aij D 0 otherwise. Then A is clearly a Hermitian matrix
and the results regarding Hermitian rank may be applied. For convenience, G and
its adjacency matrix A will be used interchangeably: for instance h.G/ D h.A/ and
In.G/ D In.A/.
Theorem 1. Suppose K.Xi; Yi/; 1 6 i 6 b.G/; is a minimum biclique decomposi-
tion of a graph G. Then b.G/ > h.G/. If equality holds .i.e., if b.G/ D max
fnC.G/; n−.G/g/ then, when Xi and Yi are regarded as .0; 1/-column n-vectors,
each of the vertex parts Xi; Yi is orthogonal to NulG.
When b.G/ D h.G/, the graph G is called eigensharp, following a convention of
Kratzke et al. [6]. Several classes of eigensharp graphs have been found. These in-
clude complements of paths, Pn, and complements of cycles,Cn, with n  1 (mod 3)
[4]. Also, Boyer and Shader [2] observed that complete multipartite graphs, Kk1;:::;kt ,
are eigensharp with h.Kk1;:::;kt / D b.Kk1;:::;kt / D t − 1, a fact which is needed in the
proof of Theorem 6. For further results regarding biclique decompositions and other
examples of eigensharp graphs, see [2,4,6,7].
For a graph G and any vertex v of G, N.v/ denotes the set of all vertices of G
which are adjacent to v. Further, when S is a set of vertices of G, let GnS be the
graph obtained from G by deleting the vertices in S. For two non-adjacent vertices
u and v with N.v/ D N.u/nfwg for some vertex w 2 N.u/, the result of Theorem 4
shows h.G/ D h.Gnfwg/ C 1. Consequently, when Gnfwg is eigensharp then G is
also eigensharp. The proof of Theorem 4 requires the two lemmas below. Lemma 2
appears as Corollary 1.4 in [4] and also follows from [5, Corollary 3.1].
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Lemma 2. Let A and B be n  n Hermitian matrices. Then
(i) nC.A/ − n−.B/ 6 nC.A C B/ 6 nC.A/ C nC.B/I and
(ii) n−.A/ − nC.B/ 6 n−.A C B/ 6 n−.A/ C n−.B/.
Lemma 3. If A and B are n  n Hermitian matrices with h.B/ D k and r.A − B/ D
r.A/ − 2k then h.A − B/ D h.A/ − k.
Proof. By replacing B with −B in Lemma 2, it follows that
nC.A − B/ > nC.A/ − k (1)
and
n−.A − B/ > n−.A/ − k: (2)
Then
r.A − B/DnC.A − B/ C n−.A − B/ > nC.A/ − k C n−.A/ − k
DnC.A/ C n−.A/ − 2k D r.A/ − 2k: (3)
Since r.A − B/ D r.A/ − 2k there must be equality in (3). Consequently, there must
be equality in (1) and (2). So h.A − B/ D h.A/ − k. 
Theorem 4. Suppose G is a graph with N.v/ D N.u/nfwg for some non-adjacent
vertices u and v of G and for some vertex w 2 N.u/. If Gnfwg is eigensharp then G
is eigensharp.
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where M is the adjacency matrix of Gnfu; v;wg and the first three rows and columns
of A correspond to vertices w; v; u respectively. By considering the second and third
columns of A, it is clear that the first row of A is not a linear combination of the
remaining rows of A. So, deleting the first row of A decreases the rank of A by 1.
Similarly, if B is the matrix obtained by deleting the first row of A, then deleting the
first column of B also reduces the rank of B by 1. However, deleting the first row and
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column of A is equivalent to deleting vertex w from G, so r.Gnfwg/ D r.G/ − 2. So
by Lemma 3, h.Gnfwg/ D h.G/ − 1.
Suppose Gnfwg is eigensharp. Then Gnfwg has a biclique decomposition with
h.Gnfwg/ D h.G/ − 1 bicliques. These bicliques together with a star centered at w
yield a biclique decomposition of G with h.G/ bicliques. Thus, G is eigensharp. 
The graph Gnfwg in Theorem 4 has N.u/ D N.v/. Boyer and Shader [2, Theorem
3] observe for an eigensharp graph, G, with N.i/ D N.j/ for non-adjacenct vertices
i; j and minimum biclique decomposition K.Xk; Yk/, 1 6 k 6 b.G/, that i 2 Zk
if and only if j 2 Zk for each vertex part Zk D Xk or Yk . Consequently, the graph
Gnfwg is eigensharp if and only if Gnfw; vg is eigensharp.
It was shown in [4] that complements of forests need not be eigensharp. In fact, the
smallest forest whose complement is not eigensharp has 12 vertices. Naturally, one
wonders if complements of trees are eigensharp. A computer search indicates that
all trees on 13 or fewer vertices have complements which are eigensharp. However,
there do exist trees whose complements are not eigensharp.
Theorem 5. There is a tree on 14 vertices whose complement is not eigensharp.
Proof. Consider the complement, T , of the tree T shown in Fig. 1. A simple com-
puter check shows In.T / D .3; 10; 1/ and that
[1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 − 2 − 2 − 1 2 − 4 − 4]T
is in Nul.T /.
Suppose T had a biclique decomposition with 10 bicliques. Because of the null
space constraint of Theorem 1, no biclique in that decomposition could be a star.
Furthermore, no biclique could contain both vertices 13 and 14 in the same ver-
tex part since they have only three common neighbours 9, 10 and 11, all of whose
weights are negative and so the opposite vertex part would not be orthogonal to
Nul.T /. No biclique could contain 13 and 14 in opposite vertex parts since 13 and
14 are non-adjacent vertices in T . Hence, the bicliques in the decomposition which
Fig. 1.
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contain vertex 13 are all different from the bicliques that contain vertex 14. Since
three of the vertices adjacent to 13 in T have negative weights there are at most three
bicliques which contain 13. Similarly, there are at most three bicliques which contain
14. Consequently, there are at most six bicliques containing 13 or 14.
By the orthogonality condition, any vertex part containing 13 or 14 must have at
least four vertices, including 13 or 14. There are eight edges incident with 13, so
bicliques containing 13 cover at least 32 edges of T . There are seven edges incident
with 14 so bicliques at 14 cover at least 28 edges. This accounts for at least 60
of the 78 edges, leaving at most 18 edges to be covered. Since it is not possible
to use a star in the decomposition, the smallest biclique that could be used in the
decomposition is a K2;2 which has four edges. So the remaining 18 edges contain at
most four bicliques of the decomposition. Therefore, at least six, and hence exactly
six, bicliques must contain either vertex 13 or vertex 14, with three bicliques at each
vertex.
If a vertex part containing 13 or 14 has more than four vertices then the number of
edges covered by that biclique increases by at least two for each extra vertex beyond
the fourth vertex in the vertex part. But the maximum number of edges which could
be covered by bicliques at 13 or 14 is 62, since there are four other bicliques which
contain neither 13 nor 14, each of which has at least four edges. Thus, all but at most
one of the vertex parts containing 13 or 14 has four vertices. However, there must be
a biclique with vertex 14 in one vertex part and vertex 12 in the other part. In such
a biclique, the vertex part containing 14 must have five vertices. Consequently, the
three vertex parts containing 13 and two of the vertex parts containing 14 have size
four and the remaining vertex part containing 14 must have size five. This implies
that the maximum number of 62 edges covered by the bicliques must be attained.
As a result, there are 16 edges left to be covered by the remaining four bicliques,
none of which contain 13 or 14. These four bicliques must all be K2;2’s. In each of
these bicliques vertex 12 must appear in one of the vertex parts which forces vertex
11 to appear in the opposite vertex part. This is a contradiction, since vertices 11 and
12 are non-adjacent in T . Consequently, T is not eigensharp. 
There do exist particular classes of complements of trees and forests whose mem-
bers are all eigensharp. In [4], it was shown that complements of paths are eigen-
sharp. More generally, consider a forest where each component of the forest is a
path. The complement of such a forest may be expressed as the join of complements
of paths. Theorem 6 shows that such a graph is eigensharp.
Theorem 6. Suppose G is the complement of a forest, F, with k components, where
each of the components is a path. Then G is eigensharp and
b.G/ D 13 .2n C k1 − k2 − 3/;
where n is the number of verties of G and kj ; j D 0; 1; 2; is the number of paths;
Pni ; of F with ni  j .mod 3/.
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Fig. 2.
Proof. Let u; v;w be the first three vertices of any component of F with at least
three vertices, as in Fig. 2. Then N.v/ D N.u/nfwg in G and by Theorem 4, G is
eigensharp with b.G/ D b.Gnfwg/ C 1 if Gnfwg is eigensharp. However, deleting
w from G leaves a graph Gnfwg which is still the complement of a forest where
each component of the forest is a path, so the process of deleting possible w’s may
continue as long as there is a path with at least three vertices.
Let G be the graph obtained after all of the 13 .n − 2k2 − k1/ possible w’s have
been deleted. The graph G is a complete multipartite graph with k1 singleton parts
and k2 C 13 .n − 2k2 − k1/ parts of size two and so G is eigensharp with b.G/ D
1
3 .n − 2k2 − k1/ C k2 C k1 − 1. Since G is eigensharp, Theorem 4 and the process
described above imply G is eigensharp with b.G/ D b.G/ C 13 .n − 2k2 − k1/ D
1
3 .2n C k1 − k2 − 3/. 
In fact, it is possible, through some non-trivial calculations, to show for a graph








The author is grateful to D. Gregory for a comment which led to Lemma 3 and
for suggesting Theorem 4 as a generalization of a previous observation.
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